
COUPLES & FAMILY 
PORTRAIT EXPERIENCE

Christine Lowell Photography

Package starting at $595

christinelowellphotography.com



Hello 
there!

Thank you for considering a CLP Family Portrait Experience.  
You will never regret the investment in beautiful, high-quality
family pictures.   And I love celebrating families in pictures!

Each CLP family session is geared to reflect the love you have
for one another.  Sessions are lighthearted and fun to bring out
authentic joy and laughter. 

Tell your story in pictures!

Kindly, 



PACKAGE UPGRADES

10 Add'l Proofs $150

Additional  ProofsAdditional Package Images

1 Additional Image $50

5 Add'l  Images  $100

10 Additional Images $150

All Remaining Images $200

Archival Quality Prints
5x7 $12
8x10 $16

11x14 $25

**Add'l Participants

$50 Per Person

Add'l Session/Editing Time

$100/hr, 1 Hr Min

FAMILY PACKAGE INCLUSIONS

Print Permission for Personal Use

Several CLP Preferred Location Options

25 Downloadable Digital Images

Culling, *Editing, & Presentation of 40 Proofs

Up to 6 Participants**

45 Minute Photo Session Near Sunset 

Digital Style Guide

Pre-Session Phone Consultation

16x20  $55

Scan & Book Family
Session Here!

Discount Code for Archival Quality Prints

*CLP edits include: light skin tone touchups (6-8 blemishes), teeth whitening, fly
away hair removal, and optimization of lighting and color to reflect the  CLP
bright and airy style.  Extensive edits are available for an additional fee and
include; facial airbrush, body sculpting, braces removal, plaque removal from
teeth,  extensive acne touchup,  nail polish repair, root touchup, wardrobe
pressing/repair,  and full body airbrushing. 



Christine Lowell Photography

CLIENT
TESTIMONIALS

AKERS FAMILY
"We love the pictures so much. The images are so authentic,
stunning and special. You have an amazing eye and are so
talented. I am so thankful to have these sweet memories of our
family that you captured so magically. We will cherish them
forever." -Necole Akers

FLETCHER FAMILY
"We love the pictures! You made us look so good! We love
the scenery, the colors and all the images!" -Kelly Fletcher

SMALL FAMILY
"Christine, I can't thank you enough for these beautiful pictures! I
don't think I've ever loved family pictures as much as I love our
pictures this year. Thank you for being so patient and having such
attention to detail." - Darcy Small

EVERLING FAMILY
"Christine, you've done it again! We are absolutely thrilled
with our family pictures at the beach. You would never
know it was blowing like crazy or that there were people all
around. You are amazing!" -Erin Everling


